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23 things – what are they?

• Small exercises to help you become familiar with web 2.0 tools and applications

• Originated with Helene Blowers at PLCMC and inspired by Stephen Abram’s musings on 43 things http://www.43things.com/

• Creative Commons license
• Over 1000 libraries worldwide
23 things – why did we do it?

• Encourages exploration of web 2.0
• Encourages reflective learning
• Encourages lifelong learning
• Encourages a learning culture
• Raises awareness among staff of other library implementations of web 2.0 tools and applications
• Fun!
23 things – how did we do it?

• Looked at original and other 23 things sites
• Used the tools
• Chose 23 things and devised exercises
• Found relevant / fun / interesting implementations
• Launched it
• Ran it for 14 weeks (including 2 weeks catch-up / play)
• Thing 23
• Thing 24

  e.g. http://explorediscoverplay.blogspot.com/
23 things – what was it like doing it?

• Staying a step ahead
• Informal feedback
23 things – what are we going to do next?

- LNSS repeats
- UL academics and researchers
Introduction

My learning web 2.0 experience

My favourite “thing”

Highs

Lows

Ups

Downs

Conclusion
Julies Jibber Jabber
Doing the happy dance

Go Me Go Me!!!!
Posted by Julie Ward at 1:00 PM

Map of my travels

Make yours @ BigHugeLabs.com
Posted by Julie Ward at 12:59 PM

flickr

There is just so much to this, that it is going to take a lot of exploring.
I have the tagging thing from Facebook and I read and understand about the groups.
I have created a Flicker account and as you can see tried to upload the map of my travels (unsuccessfully)
Off now to Janes talk where I hope to learn more.
Posted by Julie Ward at 12:51 PM

So that didn't work!
A look at what’s new

Ron and Valory Snyder’s Blog (1)
Daithi and his Lego - Daithi just finished building another huge Star Wars Ship. It has 1326 pieces called the Trade Federation Ship. The box says it's for ages 9-14. He basically put this ship together all by himself. When he gets stuck he will ask his mom or if she's not...

Jacque rocard (1)
Online gaming and NASA chimps - I was never really interested in online games and always considered them for ansone and people who never really grew up. My own memories of arcade video games was pumping lots of 10p's into the machine and not being able to master them. I tried three...

Twitter / CHRISDJMOYLES (7)
CHRISDJMOYLES: PE Golden Hour. I can’t reply to anybody saying if you are correct on your year guess cos others will look and cheat... but same if you are
CHRISDJMOYLES: @OfficialVermont Yes I am getting your reply ... Yem, it’s not rocket science ... even @xandia can work it out ...!
CHRISDJMOYLES: @OfficialVermont VERNON!! Welcome to this mad world of typing rubbish to strangers, laughing at replies and getting addicted...

Quite Interesting (1)
Quite Interesting fact and quotation of the day - Salvador Dalí's book Diary of A Genius contains a lengthy treatise “On The Art of Farting”.

The latest messages from the Google Reader team

Google Reader on your Google Desktop
Walks Official Google Reader Blog by Brian Shih on 03/08/05
Highs
Google Street View on UL Campus 7 May 2009 08:25
Highs

facebook

Google maps

twitter
Lows
Ups

- Lunchtime talks
- It was interesting
- Got over some phobias
Downs

• An hour is not long enough

• Head wrecking and frustrating

• So many passwords!!......Advice try to stick to one password and login for everything
Conclusion

Good experience

Fun

Worthwhile
23 things in the Library

Library 2.0 and beyond

No qualifications needed

You already know about them
Information & Outformation

Blogs & RSS Feeds
Collaborative Spaces

Wikis & Office 2.0

UL Cataloguing Manual

Contents:
- Document Control Procedure
- Division of non-shelf ready books
- Classification of materials for the Teaching and Resource Centre
- Classification of official publications
- Classification of literature translations
- Classification of law
E-resources

TARA - Trinity's Access to Research Archive

E-books, Podcasts, Vodcasts

Audio Visual Material

- The Long Road to Umlera - Part 1 (Audio)
- The Long Road to Umlera - Part 2 (Audio)
- First Confession (Audio)
- Richard Ford speaking on O'Connor in RTÉ documentary - Lonely Voice (Movie)
- O'Connor in RTÉ documentary - Interior Voices - "How did I become a writer..." (Movie)
- O'Connor in RTÉ documentary - Interior Voices - "The first story of mine..." (Movie)
E-Interacting

Tagging, Chatting, Asking, Helping

Contact DkIT Library Using MSN/Yahoo Messenger

You can also get help from the library online enquiry service using MSN Messenger. Staff are available from 9.30-4.30pm Mon-Thursday and 9.30-12.30pm on Friday. Just add libinfodesk@dkit.ie to your list of contacts.
Potential

• Blogs - subject pages? Course pages?
• RSS - New resources feeds – IR
• Share, collaborate Projects/ departments
  Author, visiting speaker and lecturer interviews
  Oral history of Library.
  Instructional videos
• Gaming – PBL, Reflective practice
• Tagging – discovery and research
• Groups – potential participants
It is what it is
Reflect

- Familiar with learning styles
- Potential for new and added value delivery of services
- Confidence to help or recommend to others
- Know what NOT to use